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Anlage 4 – Artikel aus dem Zuwendungsbescheid an MetropolisNet 

 

ARTICLE 17 — CHECKS, REVIEWS, AUDITS AND INVESTIGATIONS — EXTENSION 

OF FINDINGS 

 

17.1 Checks, reviews and audits by the Commission 

 

17.1.1 Right to carry out checks 

The Commission will — during the implementation of the action or afterwards — check the 

proper implementation of the action and compliance with the obligations under the 

Agreement, including assessing deliverables and reports. 

For this purpose, the Commission may be assisted by external persons or bodies. 

The Commission may also request additional information in accordance with Article 12. 

The Commission may request the beneficiaries to provide such information to it directly. 

Information provided must be accurate, precise and complete and in the format requested, 

including electronic format. 

 

17.1.2 Right to carry out reviews 

The Commission may — during the implementation of the action or afterwards — carry out 

reviews on the proper implementation of the action (including assessment of deliverables 

and reports) and compliance with the obligations under the Agreement. 

Reviews may be started up to five years after the payment of the balance. They will be 

formally notified to the coordinator or beneficiary concerned and will be considered to have 

started on the date of the formal notification. 

If the review is carried out on a third party (see Articles 9 to 11a), the beneficiary concerned 

must inform the third party. 

The Commission may carry out reviews directly (using its own staff) or indirectly (using 

external persons or bodies appointed to do so). It will inform the coordinator or beneficiary 

concerned of the identity of the external persons or bodies. They have the right to object to 

the appointment on grounds of commercial confidentiality. 

The coordinator or beneficiary concerned must provide — within the deadline requested — 

any information and data in addition to deliverables and reports already submitted (including 

information on the use of resources). The Commission may request beneficiaries to provide 

such information to it directly. 

The coordinator or beneficiary concerned may be requested to participate in meetings, 

including with external experts. 
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For on-the-spot reviews, the beneficiaries must allow access to their sites and premises, 

including to external persons or bodies, and must ensure that information requested is 

readily available. 

Information provided must be accurate, precise and complete and in the format requested, 

including electronic format. 

On the basis of the review findings, a ‘review report’ will be drawn up. 

The Commission will formally notify the review report to the coordinator or beneficiary 

concerned, which has 30 days to formally notify observations (‘contradictory review 

procedure’). 

Reviews (including review reports) are in the language of the Agreement. 

 

17.1.3 Right to carry out audits 

The Commission may — during the implementation of the action or afterwards — carry out 

audits on the proper implementation of the action and compliance with the obligations under 

the Agreement. 

Audits may be started up to five years after the payment of the balance. They will be formally 

notified to the coordinator or beneficiary concerned and will be considered to have started on 

the date of the formal notification. 

If the audit is carried out on a third party (see Articles 9 to 11a), the beneficiary concerned 

must inform the third party. 

The Commission may carry out audits directly (using its own staff) or indirectly (using 

external persons or bodies appointed to do so). It will inform the coordinator or beneficiary 

concerned of the identity of the external persons or bodies. They have the right to object to 

the appointment on grounds of commercial confidentiality. 

The coordinator or beneficiary concerned must provide — within the deadline requested — 

any information (including complete accounts, individual salary statements or other personal 

data) to verify compliance with the Agreement. The Commission may request beneficiaries to 

provide such information to it directly. 

For on-the-spot audits, the beneficiaries must allow access to their sites and premises, 

including to external persons or bodies, and must ensure that information requested is 

readily available. 

Information provided must be accurate, precise and complete and in the format requested, 

including electronic format. 

On the basis of the audit findings, a ‘draft audit report’ will be drawn up. 

The Commission will formally notify the draft audit report to the coordinator or beneficiary 

concerned, which has 30 days to formally notify observations (‘contradictory audit 

procedure’). This period may be extended by the Commission in justified cases. 

The ‘final audit report’ will take into account observations by the coordinator or beneficiary 

concerned. The report will be formally notified to it. 

Audits (including audit reports) are in the language of the Agreement. 
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The Commission may also access the beneficiaries’ statutory records for the periodical 

assessment of flat-rate amounts. 

 

17.2 Investigations by the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) 

Under  Regulations No 883/2013 7 and No 2185/96 8 (and in accordance with their 

provisions and procedures), the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) may — at any moment 

during implementation of the action or afterwards — carry out investigations, including on-

the-spot checks and inspections, to establish whether there has been fraud, corruption or 

any other illegal activity affecting the financial interests of the EU. 

 

17.3 Checks and audits by the European Court of Auditors (ECA) 

Under Article 287 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) and Article 

161 of the Financial Regulation No 966/2012 9, the European Court of Auditors (ECA) may 

— at any moment during implementation of the action or afterwards — carry out audits. 

The ECA has the right of access for the purpose of checks and audits. 

 

17.4 Checks, reviews, audits and investigations for international organisations 

Not applicable 

 

17.5 Consequences of findings in checks, reviews, audits and investigations — Extension of 

findings 

 

17.5.1 Findings in this grant 

Findings in checks, reviews, audits or investigations carried out in the context of this grant 

may lead to the rejection of ineligible costs (see Article 26), reduction of the grant (see Article 

27), recovery of undue amounts (see Article 28) or to any of the other measures described in 

Chapter 6. 

Rejection of costs or reduction of the grant after the payment of the balance will lead to a 

revised final grant amount (see Article 5.4). 

Findings in checks, reviews, audits or investigations may lead to a request for amendment 

for the modification of Annex 1 (see Article 39). 

Checks, reviews, audits or investigations that find systemic or recurrent errors, irregularities, 

fraud or breach of obligations may also lead to consequences in other EU or Euratom grants 

awarded under similar conditions (‘extension of findings from this grant to other grants’). 

Moreover, findings arising from an OLAF investigation may lead to criminal prosecution 

under national law. 
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17.5.2 Findings in other grants 

The Commission may extend findings from other grants to this grant (‘extension of findings 

from other grants to this grant’), if: 

(a) the  beneficiary  concerned  is  found,  in  other  EU  or  Euratom  grants  awarded  under  

similar conditions, to have committed systemic or recurrent errors, irregularities, fraud or 

breach of obligations that have a material impact on this grant and 

(b) those findings are formally notified to the beneficiary concerned — together with the list of 

grants affected by the findings — no later than five years after the payment of the balance of 

this grant. 

The extension of findings may lead to the rejection of costs (see Article 26), reduction of the 

grant (see Article 27), recovery of undue amounts (see Article 28), suspension of payments 

(see Article 32), suspension of the action implementation (see Article 33) or termination (see 

Article 34). 

 

17.5.3 Procedure 

The Commission will formally notify the beneficiary concerned the systemic or recurrent 

errors and its intention to extend these audit findings, together with the list of grants affected. 

 

17.5.3.1 If the findings concern eligibility of costs: the formal notification will include: 

(a) an invitation to submit observations on the list of grants affected by the findings; 

(b) the request to submit revised financial statements for all grants affected; 

(c) the correction rate for extrapolation established by the Commission on the basis of the 

systemic or recurrent errors, to calculate the amounts to be rejected, if  the beneficiary 

concerned: 

(i) considers that the submission of revised financial statements is not possible or practicable 

or 

(ii) does not submit revised financial statements. 

The beneficiary concerned has 90 days from receiving notification to submit observations, 

revised financial statements or to propose a duly substantiated alternative correction method. 

This period may be extended by the Commission in justified cases. 

The Commission may then start a rejection procedure in accordance with Article 26, either 

on the basis of the revised financial statements, the alternative method or the correction rate 

announced. 

 

17.5.3.2 If the findings concern substantial errors, irregularities or fraud orserious breach of 

obligations: the formal notification will include: 

(a) an invitation to submit observations on the list of grants affected by the findings and 
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(b) the flat-rate the Commission intends to apply according to the principle of proportionality. 

The beneficiary concerned has 90 days from receiving notification to submit observations or 

to propose a duly substantiated alternative flat-rate. 

The Commission may then start a reduction procedure in accordance with Article 27, either 

on the basis of the alternative flat-rate or the flat-rate announced. 

 

17.6 Consequences of non-compliance 

If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, any insufficiently 

substantiated costs will be ineligible (see Article 6) and will be rejected (see Article 26). 

Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6. 

 

 

ARTICLE 18 — EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF THE ACTION 

 

18.1 Right to evaluate the impact of the action 

The Commission may carry out interim and final evaluations of the impact of the action 

measured against the objective of the EU programme. 

Evaluations may be started during implementation of the action and up to five years after the 

payment of the balance. The evaluation is considered to start on the date of the formal 

notification to the coordinator or beneficiaries. 

The Commission may make these evaluations directly (using its own staff) or indirectly (using 

external bodies or persons it has authorised to do so). 

The coordinator or beneficiaries must provide any information relevant to evaluate the impact 

of the action, including information in electronic format. 

 

18.2 Consequences of non-compliance 

If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, the Commission may apply 

the measures described in Chapter 6. 

 

 

SECTION 3   OTHER RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS 

ARTICLE 20 — CONFLICT OF INTERESTS 

 

20.1 Obligation to avoid a conflict of interests 

The beneficiaries must take all measures to prevent any situation where the impartial and 

objective implementation of the action is compromised for reasons involving economic 
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interest, political or national affinity, family or emotional ties or any other shared interest 

(‘conflict of interests’). 

They must formally notify to the Commission without delay any situation constituting or likely 

to lead to a conflict of interests and immediately take all the necessary steps to rectify this 

situation. 

The Commission may verify that the measures taken are appropriate and may require 

additional measures to be taken by a specified deadline. 

 

20.2 Consequences of non-compliance 

If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, the grant may be reduced 

(see Article 27) and the Agreement may be terminated (see Article 34). 

Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6. 

 

 

ARTICLE 21 — CONFIDENTIALITY 

 

21.1 General obligation to maintain confidentiality 

During implementation of  the action and for five years after the payment of the balance, the 

parties must keep confidential any data, documents or other material (in any form) that is 

identified as confidential at the time it is disclosed (‘confidential information’). 

They may use confidential information to implement the Agreement. 

The confidentiality obligations no longer apply if: 

(a) the disclosing party agrees to release the other party; 

(b) the information becomes generally and publicly available, without breaching any 

confidentiality obligation; 

(c) the disclosure of the confidential information is required by EU or national law. 

 

21.2 Consequences of non-compliance 

If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, the grant may be reduced 

(see Article 27). 

Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6. 

 

 

ARTICLE 22 — PROMOTING THE ACTION — VISIBILITY OF EU FUNDING 

 

22.1 Communication activities by the beneficiaries 
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22.1.1 General obligation to promote the action and its results 

The beneficiaries must promote the action and its results. 

 

22.1.2 Information on EU funding — Obligation and right to use the EU emblem 

Unless the Commission requests or agrees otherwise, any communication activity related to 

the action (including at conferences, seminars, in information material, such as brochures, 

leaflets, posters, presentations, etc., in electronic form, via social media, etc.) and any 

infrastructure, equipment or major result funded by the grant must: 

- display the EU emblem and 

- include the following text: 

“This [insert appropriate description, e.g. report, publication, conference, infrastructure, 

equipment, insert type of result, etc.] was funded by the European Union’s Rights, Equality 

and Citizenship Programme (2014-2020).” 

When displayed in association with another logo, the EU emblem must have appropriate 

prominence. 

For the purposes of their obligations under this Article, the beneficiaries may use the EU 

emblem without first obtaining approval from the Commission. 

This does not, however, give them the right to exclusive use. 

Moreover, they may not appropriate the EU emblem or any similar trademark or logo, either 

by registration or by any other means. 

 

22.1.3 Disclaimer excluding Commission responsibility 

Any communication activity related to the action must indicate the following disclaimer: 

“The content of this [insert appropriate description, e.g. report, publication, conference, etc.] 

represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole responsibility. The European 

Commission does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of the information it 

contains.” 

 

22.2 Communication activities by the Commission 

22.2.1 Right to use beneficiaries’ materials, documents or information 

The Commission may use information relating to the action, documents notably summaries 

for publication and public deliverables as well as any other material, such as pictures or 

audio-visual material received from any beneficiary (including in electronic form). 

This does not change the confidentiality obligations in Article 21, which still apply. 

The right to use a beneficiary’s materials, documents and information includes: 

(a) use for its own purposes (in particular, making them available to persons working for the 

Commission or any other EU institution, body, office or agency or body or institutions in EU 
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Member States; and copying or reproducing them in whole or in part, in unlimited numbers); 

(b) distribution to the public (in particular, publication as hard copies and in electronic or 

digital format, publication on the internet, as a downloadable or non-downloadable file, 

broadcasting by any channel, public display or presentation, communicating through press 

information services, or inclusion in widely accessible databases or indexes); 

(c) editing or redrafting for communication and publicising activities (including shortening, 

summarising, inserting other elements (such as meta-data, legends, other graphic, visual, 

audio or text elements), extracting parts (e.g. audio or video files), dividing into parts, use in a 

compilation); 

(d) translation; 

(e) giving access in response to individual requests under Regulation No 1049/2001 10 , 

without the right to reproduce or exploit; 

(f) storage in paper, electronic or other form; 

 (g) archiving, in line with applicable document-management rules, and 

(h) the right to authorise third parties to act on its behalf or sub-license the modes of use set 

out in Points (b), (c), (d) and (f) to third parties if needed for the communication and 

publicizing activities of the Commission. 

If the right of use is subject to rights of a third party (including personnel of the beneficiary), 

the beneficiary must ensure that it complies with its obligations under this Agreement (in 

particular, by obtaining the necessary approval from the third parties concerned). 

Where applicable (and if provided by the beneficiaries), the Commission will insert the 

following information: 

“© – [year] – [name of the copyright owner]. All rights reserved. Licensed to the European 

Union (EU) under conditions.” 

 

22.3 Consequences of non-compliance 

If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, the grant may be reduced 

(see Article 27). 

Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6. 

 

 

ARTICLE 30 — LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES 

 

30.1 Liability of the Commission 

The Commission cannot be held liable for any damage caused to the beneficiaries or to third 

parties as a consequence of implementing the Agreement, including for gross negligence. 

The Commission cannot be held liable for any damage caused by any of the beneficiaries or 

third parties involved in the action, as a consequence on implementing the Agreement. 
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30.2 Liability of the beneficiaries 

Except in case of force majeure (see Article 35), the beneficiaries must compensate the 

Commission for any damage it sustains as a result of the implementation of the action or 

because the action was not implemented in full compliance with the Agreement. 


